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Introduction
Change data capture (CDC) is a process in which previous and current versions of a
large data set are compared to determine the changes between the two versions. This
use case accelerator implements CDC in DMX-h ETL by performing a full-outer join on
the previous and current versions of a large file.
The use case accelerators are developed as standard DMExpress jobs with just minor
accommodations that allow them to be run in or outside of Hadoop:


When specified to run in the Hadoop cluster, DMX-h Intelligent Execution (IX)
automatically converts them to be executed in Hadoop using the optimal Hadoop
engine, such as MapReduce. In this case, some parts of the job may be run on the
Linux edge node if not suitable for Hadoop execution.



Otherwise, they are run on a Windows workstation or Linux edge node, which is
useful for development and testing purposes before running in the cluster.

While the method presented in the next section is the simplest and most efficient way
to develop this example, the more complex user-defined MapReduce solution is
provided as a reference in Appendix A.
For guidance on setting up and running the examples both outside and within Hadoop,
see Guide to DMX-h ETL Use Case Accelerators.
For details on the requirements for IX jobs, see “Developing Intelligent Execution Jobs”
in the DMExpress Help.
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File CDC with DMX-h IX
The CDC solution in DMX-h ETL consists of a job with only one join task. There are two
different approaches: single-target, shown in J_FileCDC.dxj, and multi-target, shown in
J_FileCDC_MultiTargets.dxj. Both versions join two large files, and vary only in the type
of output they produce.


Single-target File CDC produces a single target file that contains all changed
records, with a flag added to each record indicating whether it is an insert, delete,
or update.



Multi-target File CDC produces three separate targets, one each for inserted (new),
deleted, and updated records.

In both cases, inserts, deletes, and updates are determined as follows:


Unmatched records in the current version are inserts.



Unmatched records in the previous version are deletes.



Matched records in both the current and previous versions whose non-primary-key
fields are not identical are updates.
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Also in both, the HDFS source and target files are defined with a remote file conne ction
to the Hadoop cluster:

2.1

CDC_SingleTarget Task
In the single-target version, the final target of the join task is a single file containing all
changed records, with each record flagged with an ActionCode to indicate whether it is
new (‘N’), deleted (‘D’), or updated (‘U’). Unchanged records have a blank ActionCode
and are excluded from the output using a target filter.
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2.2

CDC_MultiTarget Task
In the multi-target version, the final targets of the join task are three files, one each for
new, deleted, and updated records:
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Appendix A

File CDC with DMX-h User-defined MapReduce

This user-defined MapReduce solution is provided as a reference in the event that
particular knowledge of your application’s data would benefit from manual control of the
MapReduce process.
The File CDC job in user-defined MapReduce contains a map step and a reduce step,
separated by a MapReduce data flow connector between the final map task and the
initial reduce task, as follows:

The map step reads two input files and produces a single output stream, marking each
record to denote which source file it came from. It then assigns partition IDs to the data
such that all records with the same sort key, regardless of source file, will go to the
same reducer.
The reduce step splits the single stream of data back out into two separate files, then
performs the join on the set of records it received. One version of the reduce step
writes all new, updated, and deleted records to a single target, marking each record to
denote its change status, and the other version writes the three record types to three
separate targets.
While it may seem like wasted work to have the mapper merge the records together
only to split them back apart in the reducer, this is necessary because in a MapReduce
job, only a single stream of data can be passed between mappers and reducers, a nd a
map-only job would not work because each mapper only receives a subset of the data,
which may not include all the records with a given sort key. However, since each
mapper assigns partition IDs to the records in the same way, it guarantees that all
records with the same sort key will end up in the same reducer so that the join will
capture all the changes.

A.1

Map Step
The File CDC map step in DMX-h consists of one task which marks each input record
with its side ID, assigns a partition ID to each record based on the key, sorts on that
partition ID, and outputs the records in a single stream.
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While a join requires two inputs, only a single data path exists between the mappers
and the reducers in the Hadoop environment. All records from both inputs are thus
combined into a single data stream by the mappers, with a side ID added to each
record so the reducers can identify which side the record came from, and a partition ID
added to the beginning of each record to direct records with the same key to the same
reducer, as shown in the following sample input and output data.

Sample source data records:
LineItemsPrevious.txt:
1,155190,7706,1,17,21168.23,0.04,0.02,N,O,1996-03-13, …
LineItemsCurrent.txt:
1,15635,638,6,32,49620.16,0.07,0.02,N,O,1996-01-30, …
3,19036,6540,2,49,46796.47,0.1,0,R,F,1993-11-09, …

Sample single-stream output from map step, with partition ID and side ID
added at the beginning:
0,P,1,155190,7706,1,17,21168.23,0.04,0.02,N,O,1996-03-13, …
0,C,1,15635,638,6,32,49620.16,0.07,0.02,N,O,1996-01-30, …
0,C,3,19036,6540,2,49,46796.47,0.1,0,R,F,1993-11-09, …

A.1.1

MT_SortData.dxt
This task reads both source files and assigns the side IDs to the records based on the
source file names. The task uses the SourceName() function to retrieve the source file
name. If the file name contains the text “LineItemPrevious”, the record is marked with a
“P” for previous, otherwise, it is marked with a “C” for current.
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The task further assigns the partition ID (PartitionNum) as the first field in each target
record and sorts all records by that value so that the framework can properly distribute
the data to the correct reducer.

Since all records with the same primary key value (L_ORDERKEY + L_PARTKEY +
L_SUPPKEY) must go to the same reducer, the partition ID is determined by creating a
CRC32() hash value based on this key. In addition, the environment variable
DMX_HADOOP_NUM_REDUCERS (automatically set to the configured number of
reducers when running in Hadoop) is passed to the function to limit the range of
partition ID values to the number of reducers invoked for your MapReduce job.

A.2

Reduce Step
The File CDC reduce step in DMX-h ETL consists of one task to split the data back out
into separate files, and one to perform the join and output the results. There are two
versions of the second task, one which writes to a single target, and one which writes
to three separate targets.
In the single target version, the output of the join task goes to a single target, with each
record flagged to indicate whether it was added, deleted, or updated.
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In the multi-target version, the output of the join task goes to three separate targets,
one each for added, deleted, and updated records.

In both cases, inserts, deletes, and updates are determined as follows:


Unmatched records in the current version are inserts.



Unmatched records in the previous version are deletes.



Matched records in both the current and previous versions whose non-primary-key
fields are not identical are updates.

As the partition IDs were assigned by the map job based on the primary key values,
previous and current versions of records that contain equal primary key values are
routed to the same reducer, ensuring correct CDC processing.

A.2.1

RT_SplitSides.dxt
This task reads the single input stream containing one partition of data generated by
the mappers. Based on the side ID, it separates the data into two temporary files,
PreviousFile.txt and CurrentFile.txt.
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A.2.2

RT_PerformJoinCDC_SingleOutput.dxt
This task joins the temporary files into one large file and writes the results to a single
target, where each record is marked with an ActionCode value: ‘N’ for new; ‘D’ for
deleted, or ‘U’ for updated. Unchanged records have a blank ActionCode and are
excluded from the output using a target filter. The Hadoop framework will create a
directory with the target name specified here, and each reducer’s output will be written
to its own “part-reducer_ID” file within that directory.
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A.2.3

RT_PerformJoinCDC.dxt
An alternative to the previous task, this task joins the temporary files and writes the
results to three targets, one each for new, deleted, and updated records. Since Hadoop
can only write one target and this task has multiple targets, DMX-h writes them directly
to HDFS, but uses a similar “part” naming convention to Hadoop, as described
previously.
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